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ABSTRACT. The image and poetry of the inter-war wine in Romania. There 
is an assumed risk to propose to the iconic world knowledge, a period so full 
of the ebullience of the artistic and cultural experiment so that the Romanian 
wine should be internationally acknowledged. The inter-war period is usually 
associated to the royalty; it iconically conveys elements that are setting the 
history of image of wine label, moving from an uprooting from folk traditions 
towards a more upper class image of Romanian wine. It cannot be said that 
a break from symbolic folk traditional values occurred; it only emphasizes 
their dialogue with other values that turn into communication elements both 
at European and world level. Visual elements unleash imagination and 
sketch the exercise of image about wine, represented by wine label during 
the pre-war but especially the inter-war period. The images do not 
necessarily convey symbols of sacredness. They only intensify meaningful 
artistically emotion, so full of moral and wine philosophy, full of lyricism, story 
memories, anecdotes and jokes seasoned by the liquorish flavour of wine 
and not last by the display of wine with crests and symbols that ensure  the 
perennial existence of national assets. 
 
KEY WORDS: techniques, symbol, aesthetics, perenniality, composition. 

 
 
 
The image and poetry of the inter-war wine in Romania. After a 
comparative study on the pre-war and inter-war wine period from Romania, 
on the „word” and „facts” of the main Europeans collaborators, the critical 
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contemplation of English origins, the French serving and etiquette skills and 
the German premises created, together with Italian, Hungarian and 
Austrian soft nuances make up a „school with a cultural exchange, a 
special wine philosophy”. The result sums up trends, accomplishments and 
a wine label that dominated and is still dominating from visual, olfactory and 
taste point of view, and a blending of senses, sung by fiddlers, written by 
poets or writers of the referred historical period. Short written evidence and 
objects about the existence of wine becoming, customs from areas of 
Romania throughout time up to the pre-war and inter-war period. There was 
a local God worshipped by the Thracians, a liberator of the cold season 
called Sabazios. The Greeks of Dyonisus and the Romans of Bacchus 
appointed Sabazios, worshipping him in the origins of Orphism, fertility, 
locating him in Thrace and danced him in the Eleusinian mysteries of 
celebration, being given the gift of agriculture, identifying him with a 
supreme God or the Sun itself. It seems that for the Proto-Dacians there is 
information according to which the Greek historian Herodotus mentions a 
nation called Agathyrsi dating back to the 6th century, 600 years BC, placed 
in the area of present-day Transylvania in Romania, renowned for their 
vine-yards (http://www.vitis-metamorfosis.com/istoria-viticulturii-in-romania/) 

Herodotus said: „the Getae carried to the Danube, animal skin 
containers, on their frail horses, full of wine that the Greeks emptied in big 
amphorae arranged in a number of 6 on each boat”(www.agerpres.ro/flux- 
documentare/2014/09/11/documentar-istoricul-vitei-de-vie-in-dacia-
preromana-11-15-38). There are notes about recording the wine quality, on 
the former Thracian-Getae-Dacian territories, the present-day Romanian 
territories that Herodotus mentioned and qualified as being drunk without 
being mixed with water: ”men and women drink their wine according to the 
Scythian method, not mixed with water” 
(http://www.wineromania.com/files/docs/Romania_repere_ 

istorice.pdf).  
Plato shows a strong history packed with events, legends, and traditions 

in growing pure and liquorish wines, by comparing the habits of Thracians 
and Scythians, Persians, Carthaginians, Celts, Iberians and Macedonians: 
„the Thracians drink the wine plain without water, both men and women, 
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and they spill it on their clothes, considering this a nice habit that brings 
happiness” (http://www.agerpres.ro/flux-
documentare/2014/09/11/documentar-istoricul-vitei-de-vie-in-dacia-
preromana-11-15-38).  

The geographer of the Greek-Romans Pomponius Mela in (De situ orbis 
libri III ou De chorographia), tells us:”Some Thracians....at feasts toss 
seeds, whose smell provokes a state of exhilaration similar to drunkenness 
onto the fire”. In the 7th century BC, the Geto-Dacians, the Romanians’ 
ancestors from the Danube, the Black Sea and Carpathians, used to drink 
the wine from special hunting package stores, from animal horns, 
amphorae or even human skulls. Local wines proofs are the amphorae 
made in Dacians workshops which bear anepigraphic signs with no specific 
meaning (www.cetateadacilor.ro/?to=articles&t=109&tt=datini-si-obiceiuri-
ale-geto-dacilor. Prof. Mirela Lăscoiu). 

The wine had become a controversial issue under the reign of Burebista 
(82 B.C. - 44 B.C), who complied to priest Deceneus’ advice and destroyed 
many of the territories of vine yards close to the neighbouring peoples who 
had been continuously trying to invade and occupy the territories. Source: 
Strabo (66 BC-AD). 

The province Dacia Felix (Happy Dacia), named by the Roman 
conquerors, tells us about grape seeds that were preserved in fragments of 
Greek amphorae as proofs of the trade with various cultures and 
civilizations of the main Greek and Roman Empires. Local wines evidence 
can be found on amphorae made in Dacian workshops, bearing no title or 
inscription only some with no special connotation 
(www.cetateadacilor.ro/?to=articles&t=109&tt=datini-si-obiceiuri-ale-geto-
dacilor. Prof. Mirela Lăscoiu) 

There is written evidence mentioned by historians and geographers 
about the existence of some artifacts, customs, cult rituals,  regular feasts, 
objects and habits in wine production but also habits of using animal horns 
to drink, an usual consequence of drinking in excess by the Geto-Dacians, 
accompanying habits of gift offering to kings, leaders, guests, but also the 
kindness of gift giving offered to subjects (The wanderings of the Greek 
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historian Xenophon (c. 430 – 354 B.C) in Anabasis), one of the greatest 
adventures in history. 

Besides written proofs, centuries had to pass to allow images about wine 
habits in Thrace and mostly in regions of present-day Romania, to be 
found. A living proof, besides Trajan’s Column, which shows the respect in 
signs of honouring by Roman conquerors, is the jubilee coin „Dacia Felix” 
made by the Romans (dating back to 114-116 AD), to mark the historical 
moment of Dacia’s conquest by Trajan (in the year 106 AD) and also other 
currency that bears images with Dacia’s major symbols, cereals, and 
grapes. 

 

 
Figure 1. Coin with Trajan celebrates his conversion of Dacia into a province. 

Obverse: laureate bust of emperor Trajan to the right, inscription 
IMPCAESNERVAETRAIANOAVGGERDACPMTRPCOSVIPP 

Reverse: a woman personifying Dacia, holding in the left hand a Roman standard, 
two children holding a wheat sheaf and grapes, inscription DACIA AUGUST, in 

exergue PROVINCIA and S·C 
(Source: www.coinworld.com/news/world-coins/2015/08/trajan_s-major-conquests-

-ancients-today.html) 
 
 

There are proofs of growing some types of vineyards on some 
amphorae marked by inscriptions about wine besides words of Dacian 
inheritance  such as: grape, or other words coming form Latin which remind 
of wine culture and habits such as: vineyard (vinea), wine (vinum), vine 
(vitea), must (mustum), main girder (chorder), spigot (cippus) 
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(www.inhabitat.ro/vinul-istoria-romanilor/). Conquering Dacia Felix, has not 
imply only a Roman domination but also a cultural implementation and 
growing vines developed, owing to the technologies and techniques of wine 
processing, brought by the Roman Empire. Later, the Latin poet Ovidius 
describes the way Geto-Dacians practiced vine growing and obtained an 
intense flavored wine, through freezing (Eiswein in German or Vin de 
Glacier in French), thus obtaining a kind of wine with special notes which 
lead to flavor purity, or a kind of cognac according to exegetes 
(www.gazetadeagricultura.info/struguri-vita-de-vie/602-vinuri/17136-vinul-
de-gheata.html). 

Nowadays the evolution of wine image in Romania, in the second half of 
the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century, alongside the 
development of printing machine and improvement of printing methods was 
highly influenced by the main events in Romania’s historical development, 
related to cultural exchanges with France or occasioned by close 
connections with Germany and Austria during the inter-war period. 

The presence of Romania at the Universal Exhibition in Paris, as early 
as 1900 and the openness towards European culture brings new 
information about culture, education, engineering and technical innovations. 
The English, German and especially French languages were the usual 
languages spoken by the educated few. The post-war phylloxera that struck 
the vineyards of Europe, consequently those in Romania, made it possible 
for the great majority of vines planted to be of French origins, such as: 
Pinot Noir, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Chardonnay or Sauvignon Blanc, 
with the exception of Grasa de Cotnari, deriving from Furmint, coming from 
Tokay variety in Hungary. 

It should not be underestimated the resistance of some Romanian wine 
varieties such as: Feteasca Neagră and Băbeasca Neagră, as old as  2600 
years,  dating back to the times of Geto-Dacians, Tămâioasa Românească 
and especially the inter-war period offspring, well represented by Feteasca 
Regală variety (http://www.gazetadeagricultura.info/struguri-vita-de-
vie/17737-principalele-soiuri-de-struguri-cultivate-si-vinurile-pe-care-le-
produc.html). 
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The conclusion is that these varieties of wine had been grown in 
Romania long before the rest of Eastern European countries, and lasted 
despite the invasion of the phylloxera. During the inter-war period, 
Romania’s orientation and implementation of the royalty’s habits moving 
towards the still strong Art-Nouveau and Art-Deco styles influences, coming 
from French Belle Epoque, as well as political orientation towards Germany 
and Austria, determined the image experimenting of fashionable wine label 
to be infused with trends  towards the new images of wine, often called 
„Royal House’s provider”, thus reflecting close connections of the Royal 
House with Western European civilizations. 

This period facilitates the insertion of spritzer on the Romanian market, 
therefore of wine that is served with mineral water. Even today, in Romania, 
the spritzer is the way wine is being served. Hence, the tendency of the 
Romanian producers to improve the way the wine label looks like, by 
adding a counter label with additional information concerning serving and 
association of wine to various „cookery recipes” 
(http://blogdespreviatasivin.blogspot.ro/2009/01/scurta-istorie-vinului-in-
romania.html) 

 
The present paper has been worked out through documentary research method 
and critical analysis, by corroborating the means of plastic or artistic imagistic 
expression with the compositional ratio and colour. The documentation took into 
account the information concerning the discoveries and innovations of printing 
methods as the main form of expression. Images have been analyzed by 
comparison with numerous sources of information.  

 
Technical developments and industrialization have brought about new 
printing methods through engraving, lithography or photographic 
techniques closely related to aesthetic exercise of wine label. 

The wine bottle labels accompany a history based on facts and habits 
from geographical areas. Symbols, heraldic inscriptions and crest, talk 
about the history of certain families who harvested the vines. The 
development of producing techniques, bottling, alongside a marketing 
procedure, suitable to wine presentation, provides the essence of both wine 
idea and growing vines. The effort of specialists, together with the wine 
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producer forming a team with the illustrator or the artist who creates the 
image, adds information to make up the whole picture of origins of wine 
becoming. 

Written accounts on customs and the picturesque of our home lands, as 
well as the habits or wine serving, were made by two English historians.  

The first is Lt. Col. Newnham-Davies who writes GOURMET'S GUIDE 
TO EUROPE in the year 1908, compiling a guide for all the best Romanian 
wines, starting from oldest harvests till 1879, where he identifies links 
between Capsa, the famous restaurant from Bucharest and the wine cellars 
of producers, suppliers of the Royal House: Basilescu, Știrbei, Zarea or 
Rhain, The Crown Segarcea Domain together with the classical vineyards 
and the wines of Dragasani, Odobeşti, Cotnari, Tămâioasă, Nicoreşti, 
Odobeşti and Dealu Mare. GOURMET'S GUIDE TO EUROPE by 
Newnham-Davies was issued in two editions, one in England  and the 
second one in New York, US, in 1908 
(http://lucruribune.blogspot.ro/2014/02/conexiuni-interbelice-capsa-
basilescu.html) 

The second, Sir Sacheverell Sitwell, published „A Trip to Romania” in 
London, in 1938, placing the Romanian wine in a triangle Paris-Sevilla-
Sankt Petersburg in his accounts, with a critical view on certain wines, 
generally thought of as being of good quality even of excellent quality but 
not fabulous, showing the defining influence on the Crown’s Domains and 
the old wine cellars with their wines of Cotnari, Odobesti sau Dragasani 
(http://vinuripovestite.ro/tag/despre-vinurile-interbelice/) 

In 1884, in Chitorani, in Prahova county, Romania, Dealu Mare vineyard 
was struck by phylloxera which destroyed in a decade almost every local 
living vine. Balancing and rehabilitating the vineyard industry began before 
the First World War and continued during the inter-war period. The Second 
World War and the ascending of the communist regime slowed down the 
development of both regions and wine cellars. The image of wine as 
represented by wine label, as an exception to the wine called „Vinexport”, 
created obvious differences in quality of printing methods, of paper used, 
the colour and even the way of displaying, and package etc. 
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Romania of pre- and inter-war periods tried hard to impress through 
investments and inspiration in order to shape the wine image that other 
more experienced and tradition rich countries were promoting, as far as 
exploring printing techniques, multiplying and printing effects were 
concerned. The classical printing technique, with the simple wine label, is 
accompanied in advertising magazines by the wine book with invitations to 
either official or unofficial balls and parties, receptions, official or private 
dinners, royal menus that sealed political agreements of the times at the 
end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century, in Bucharest 
or in the country. 

 

        
 

Figure 2.The menu prepared by “Casa 
Capșa” on King Ferdinand of Romania 
coronation from Alba Iulia,15. Oct. year 

1922 (Source: 
http://gandurisibucatareala.ro/ce-s-a-

servit-la-incoronarea-regelui-ferdinand/) 
 

 

Figure 3. Enescu & Comp restaurant 
Bucharest Recipe and Drinks Book 
(Source: “The old dinners from The 

Royal Palace 
in Târgul Mosilor” Corint publishing 

House, 2015) 
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The images that have been preserved starting with the year 1900, 
proposed an evolution from simple and classical towards modernity, while 
keeping a clear definition of visual expression and a conservatory accent. 
Identifying some images, notes, restaurant menus, inns, that hosted artists, 
writers, cultured people or outstanding politicians, political decision makers, 
at their tables had a greater influence than is mentioned in the books 
regarding emancipation and modernity of the Romanian wine image 
(http://lucruribune.blogspot.ro/2014/02/conexiuni-interbelice-capsa-
basilescu.html) 

In 1922 during the coronation ceremony of Ferdinand, there have been 
served Capșa Brut Champagne (produced by Basilescu wine cellar - a 
company founded by Nicolae Basilescu) and Extra Brut Imperial, a variety 
also found nowadays (produced in the Rhein cellars form Azuga - a 
company founded in 1892 by the German Wilhelm Rhein from Brasov, the 
present-day Halewood cellar). The two wine societies received the 
wellknown name „The Royal Court Provider (Figure 2).  

Drăgășani wine-Dealu Mare 1907 and typical Romanian wines were also 
served. In a public letter written in 1927 by Nicolae Basilescu himself wrote: 
„Nicolae Basilescu entrusts Capşa House on the representation and trading 
of the champagne and his wines. 

Out of a variety of wines created especially for the renowned restaurant 
there were also Grand Capşa 1920, Capşa 1921, Riesling Capşa, Clos Bob 
Capşa, Capşa Rouge, Pelin Capşa. He was also producer of sparkling wine 
in a franchise regime "Champagne de St. Marceaux" 
(http://lucruribune.blogspot.ro/2014/02/conexiuni-interbelice-capsa-
basilescu.html) 

At Halewood wine cellars-owners of Rhein cellars from Azuga, sparkling 
wine has been made following traditional methods (Champenoise method) 
since 1892. Thus, this is the oldest location where sparkling wine is 
continuously being produced following the fermenting methods of bottle 
wine (http://gandurisibucatareala.ro/ce-s-a-servit-la-incoronarea-regelui-
ferdinand/) 

Founder of the Capşa House, Grigore Capşa, famous confectioner, 
having attended “Maison Boissier” in Paris, becomes the single owner of 
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what was to become „CASA CAPSA„ in 1876, which was the best 
confectioner’s in Europe. Today, there is also a 5* hotel, together with the 
confectioner’s, “Casa Capsa Hotel”. It is certain that Capsa restaurant 
survived more than a century, making out a name in presenting the great 
majority of Romanian wines from the menu, educating a cosmopolitan 
public and suggesting to follow high standards as far as both the inner 
quality and consumption are concerned) and why not, an inherited 
nobleness, while looking forward to the future (Figure 3) 
(http://lucruribune.blogspot.ro/2014/02/conexiuni-interbelice-capsa-
basilescu.html). 

 

   
 
 

            
 

Figure 5. Basilescu Wine 
Cellar Label Fetească 

Neagră (Source: 
Basilescu Wine Cellar) 

 

 

Figure 6. Basilescu Wine 
Cellar Label Fetească 

Albă 2014 (Source: 
Basilescu Wine Cellar) 

 

 

Figure 7. Basilescu Wine 
Cellar Label Roze 2014 
(Source: Basilescu Wine 

Cellar) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. “Casa Capsa” Parisian 
Confectioner’s - Royal House of 
Romania Administration (Source: 
“Mesele de odinioară de la Palatul 
Regal la Târgul Mosilor” Editura 

Corint, 2015) 
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Figure 8. Basilescu Wine 
Cellar Label Sauvignon 

Blanc 2013 
(Source: Basilescu wine 

Cellar) 
 
 

 

Figure 9. Basilescu Wine 
Cellar Label Chardonnay 

Counter Label 
(Source: Basilescu wine 

cellar) 
 
 

 

Figure 10. Basilescu Wine 
Cellar Label Chardonnay 
“Angels from Little Paris” 
(Source: Basilescu wine 

cellar) 

Bearing the same stability, Basilescu wine cellar revives the image of 
present day Bucharest with the poetry of the Romanian bohemian life of the 
inter-war period in the collection “Angels from little Paris”. The composition 
and organizing artistry of the sketcher George Moisescu is shown in a 
hierarchy on a median axis being influenced by the topic with religious 
nuances, while on its vertical axis, from top to bottom, it proves 
preoccupation for an exceptional presentation. The fonts of the texts, 
personal creation, are harmoniously organized against a decorative black 
and golden background (Figure 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10). 

Basilescu wine cellar labels innovate and create exquisite compositions 
following the example „Angels from Little Paris”. Ioana Ursa, the artist, 
creates original paintings in watercolor, bearing details that represent 
fiddlers and the main buildings of the architecture from Bucharest: The Arch 
of Triumph, The Romanian Athenaeum, The Palace and the National 
Museum (Figure 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9). Romania holds the fourth position in the 
world in producing sparkling wine through natural fermentation after France 
(Champagne-1700), Germany (1826), Russia (1840) and before Italy 
(1842) and Spain (1872). Rhein Cellars were built by Wilhelm Rhein in 
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1892. Rhein&Cie Azuga Cellars bear the name Halewood-Rhein Azuga 
cellars and are held by the English John Halewood (http://www.wall-
street.ro/slideshow/Companii/87405/Cum-se-fabrica-sampanie-in-Azuga-
de-peste-100-de-ani.html?full) 

 

                
Figure 11. Azuga 

Rhein bottle Rhein dry 
advertisement 1906 
(Source: Halewood 

Cellar) 
 
 

Figure 12. Azuga 
Rhein bottle 
Rhein Brut 

Imperial 
advertisement 

(Source: 
Halewood Cellar) 

Figure 13. Rhein 
bottle Rhein Brut 
Rose (Source: 

Halewood Cellar) 
 
 

Figure 14. 
Provider of the 

Romanian Royal 
House (between 

1923-1947) 

 
 
The Rhein&Cie Azuga (Figure 11, 15, 16 and 17) advertisements from 

the newspapers during the inter-war period and the contemporary 
advertisements for the “Champenoise” sparkling wine labels did not 
undergo many changes. They still bear “Whole Romania” crest (figure 14). 
The modern labels (Figure 12 and 13) bear floral ornaments and floral 
motifs in the baroque style, shaping the founding year 1892 and the exterior 
margins are fretted, ogival shaped and star shaped, surrounded by a 
golden band. The Rhein font is always golden. The exterior ornament 
becomes a frame for another baroque ornament, blurred this time, 
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centered, in pale colors differently emphasized such as those for Rhein-
Extra-sparkling wine or the multi awarded Brut Rose Pinot Noir “Rhein 
Extra-sparkling wine” (Figure 12) or intense blue of Chardonnay from 
“Rhein Extra Cuvee Exceptionnelle” (Figure 13). Starting from the year 
1912, the founding year, there was a sparkling wine ready for the second 
fermentation from Mott& Fills wine cellars called „Zarea” of the second 
largest producer from Romania, perhaps the most accessible to all 
categories of customers. The founder of „Zarea” brand indirectly the 
German Mott, establishes a triangle between Rhein & Cie Azuga, where he 
learns the secrets of sparkling wine and Basilescu wine cellar that falls 
under the administration of Zarea factory, right after the nationalization. 
Later, after 1989, „Zarea” became private investment as part of the Schloss 
Wachenheim AG. German group (http://www.zarea.ro/cine-suntem) 

 

                
 

Figure 15. Rhein Azuga 
Champagne advertisement 
1915 (Source: Magazine 

“Romania Antiques” 
magazine 2005) 

 

Figure 16. Azuga Rhein 
Champagne 

advertisement (Source: 
Ilustrațiunea Română 

1914) 
 

Figure 17. Azuga Rhein 
Champagne 

advertisement (Source: 
Ilustrațiunea Română 

1915) 

 
The imaginary diversity characterizes most of the 11 brands which 

compose today Zarea S.A. Mott & Fils Society, today, named "Zarea" 
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maintains ever since 1912 the tradition of the logo from the classic blazons 
of royalty. The central logo contains a Royal Crown, two symmetrically lions 
arranged alongside the monogram of the letter "Z" with the original font and 
a hawk inspired from the American banknotes. The design of the 
anniversary label "ZE Crystal Collection" (Figure 22) is created after the first 
design used in 1914 for the “Mott Sec Americain”, famous both in Europe 
and in America. 

 
 

                       
 

Figure 18. Logo Domain 
“Zarea” (Source: 

http://www.zarea.ro/) 
 

Figure 19. Logo “Zarea” 
(Source: 

http://www.zarea.ro/) 
 

Figure 20. Logo “Zarea” 
(Source: Personal 

collection) 

   
 
 
The Stirbey prince family has been the owner of Dragasani vineyards 

domains in Romania, since the 18th century. Știrbey wines were renowned 
and appreciated in Romania at almost all the royal courts in Europe. The 

Figure 21. Label “Zarea” (Source: 
Personal collection)
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Știrbey wine cellar from Drăgășani, was founded by Prince Barbu 
Alexandru Știrbey at the beginning of the 20th century, the present-day 
owner family, being heir baron Jakob Kripp (http://www.stirbey.ro/despre-
noi) 

 

                     
 

Figure 22. Label “Zarea” (Source: 
Personal collection 

 

Figure 23. Label “Zarea” (Source: 
Personal collection) 

 
Știrbey wines plundered the magazines or the cultural publications of the 

pre-war and inter-war period and contained proposals to writers and actors 
or famous stage scenes: the writer I. L. Caragiale and the writer Barbu 
Delavrancea, the actor Iancu Brezeanu (promoter of realism in comical 
theatre), the latter being offered an entire book „Memories....my Wines” by 
reviewer Gaby Michăilescu. Numerous publications such as „The Ant” 
magazine had „Știrbey wines” as main advertisement. Humorous pictures 
revive a period that promised and consumed the culture at European level. 
The pictures are pioneers of the report and precede the comics or novel. 
These sketches and illustrations form the basis of the future labels, white 
paper notes made of canvas paper bearing the sign „Știrbey wine”, 
diagonally and the crest of the prince’s family. A single baroque ornament 
closed the label opposite with the font of the name of wine variety. Modern 
labels are organized comprising all the elements horizontally and vertically 
with an almost mathematical structure in a hierarchical order items from 
logo, for the purposes of dimensions, to the detriment of quality wine, 
varietal, year round. Thus the label of new show elegance in 
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communication sense, a label denoting a princely attitude of tradition and 
Royal etiquette. Also red, blue and gold are the colours of the Royal theme. 

 

   
 

Figure 24. Știrbey wine 
advertisement (Source: „The 

Ant” magazine-1904) 
 

Figure 25. Logo 
Știrbey Domain 

(Source: 
http://www.stirbey.

com/) 

Figure 26. Wine 
advertisement (Source: 

„The Ant” magazine-1904) 
 

 

                         
 

Figure 27. Logo wine Știrbey 
(Source: http://www.stirbey.com/) 

 

Figure 28. Știrbey wine modern label 
(Source: Colecția Giugea Nicolae) 

 
The illustrations made are going through phases, through the technique 

of lithography or the aqvaforte etching technique, photos, or through 
modern printing offset techniques, or laser  have become examples of 
performance, that can keep their originality, untouched by the natural 
timeline. 

Thus, the wine companies would need to invest in identification 
elements in order to avoid counterfeits and forgeries. The label can be seen 
as similar to the bank note, and the investment in the development of 
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distinct safety labels or personalized with elements on the specifics of 
either the variety of wine production area, region or country, will bring 
safety and confidence in the  truthfulness of the product itself.  

 
Last but not the least important: an objective observation needs to be 
made, that the language spoken by waiters and the restaurants’ customers 
and held in high esteem at the time, was French, but the references from 
notes, books, texts about pre-war Romanian wine were made by the two 
English, art, music, history and cookery critics Newnham-Davies and Sir 
Sacheverell Sitwell. The labels are the bearers of all these plots, 
surrounding wine with images that follow the path to the printing process 
using advanced techniques such as: photo-lithographic or the aqvaforte 
etching technique The engraving embossed, relief without coloristic 
pigment, relief filigree make impressive collections out of various labels or 
even the menus of some restaurants and special places for serving wine. 
The printed sign  and the high printing technique in relief  especially of the 
Royal crest,  settle once and for good just like old crest, the brand of a 
famous wine, ”The Provider of the Royal House” which becomes the 
provider of the European House. History and perenniality! 
 
 
 
SOURCES OF THE LABELS 
 
*** www.agerpres.ro/flux- documentare/2014/09/11/documentar-istoricul-
vitei-de-vie-in-dacia- 
*** www.agerpres.ro/flux-documentare/2014/09/11/documentar-istoricul-
vitei-de-vie-in-dacia-preromana-11-15-38 
*** http://blogdespreviatasivin.blogspot.ro/2009/01/scurta-istorie-vinului-in-
romania.html 
*** www.cetateadacilor.ro/?to=articles&t=109&tt=datini-si-obiceiuri-ale-geto-
dacilor. Prof.  
Mirela Lăscoiu 
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*** www.coinworld.com/news/world-coins/2015/08/trajan_s-major-
conquests--ancients-today.html 
*** Giugea Nicolae collection 
*** Personal collection 
*** Crama Basilescu collection 
*** Crama Halewood collection 
*** http://gandurisibucatareala.ro/ce-s-a-servit-la-incoronarea-regelui-
ferdinand/ 
*** www.gazetadeagricultura.info/struguri-vita-de-vie/602-vinuri/17136-
vinul-de-gheata.html 
*** www.gazetadeagricultura.info/struguri-vita-de-vie/17737-principalele-
soiuri-de-struguri- 
cultivate-si-vinurile-pe-care-le-produc.html 
*** Ilustrațiunea Română 1914 
*** www.inhabitat.ro/vinul-istoria-romanilor/ 
*** http://lucruribune.blogspot.ro/2014/02/conexiuni-interbelice-capsa-
basilescu.html 
*** Revista Furnica 1904   
*** Revista “Antichități Romania” 2005 
*** www.stirbey.com/ 
*** www.stirbey.ro/despre-noi 
*** http://vinuripovestite.ro/tag/despre-vinurile-interbelice/ 
*** www.vitis-metamorfosis.com/istoria-viticulturii-in-romania/ 
*** www.wall-street.ro/slideshow/Companii/87405/Cum-se-fabrica-
sampanie-in-Azuga-de- 
*** www.wineromania.com/files/docs/Romania_repere_istorice.pdf 
*** http://www.zarea.ro/ 
*** http://www.zarea.ro/cine-suntem 


